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Maureen Dowd appeared on
NBC News this morning to

address President
Obama's National
Security Agency

revelations, and she
gave an interesting take
on what privacy in 2014
means. As MSNBC host

Stephanie Ruhle pointed
out to Dowd, if someone
were to assume your

phone is hacked by the
FBI, the NSA or any
other law enforcement
agency, the phone

company would have to
give up the contents of
your messages, and many
companies have done so.
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"Even if the government
is listening to your e-
mail messages and your

phone records, it
probably isn't breaking
into your house," Dowd
said. But she continued
to remark that Americans

like to think of
themselves as inviolate
"no matter what." Ruhle
wanted to know: What
does that mean? If the
government is spying on
you, what protections

are you concerned about?
"I think it means that
we believe in our civil
liberties as much as we
believe in our religious

liberties," she
answered. "I mean I

don't get a titillated
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by the idea of the
government snooping on
me." She continued:

"What should I do if the
FBI wants to question
me? I'll take 'em to
court. I'll challenge
the FBI. I'll say: 'Can

you prove that I
committed a crime?' I'll
say, 'How do you come to
my door, how did you

listen to me talking to
my friend if I'm home?'"
Ruhle concluded: "It
seems to me that we
think of ourselves as
inviolate, but we're
not. We're not. We are
not even to a point of
absolutes." Watch the
full interview above.
God Bless America? USA
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Today Editorial Board
Faces Heat for 'Benedict
Option' Obama: 'We Can't
Trade Freedom for Fear'
Rep. Trey Gowdy on NSA:
'People Don't Need a

Warrant to Read
Everyone's Emails'

Tucker Carlson: 'This
New, Unique Future of
America Is Haunting'Q:

Is there a way to
combine OrderedDict with
Set? A typical use case
is: >>> word_list =
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